[Radiotherapy and combined therapy in breast cancer: standards and innovations in the adjuvant setting].
Due to the significant advances in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer seen in the last decades, increased survival rates and better outcomes of patients are being observed. The role of radiotherapy remains pivotal in the treatment of early breast cancer. In the adjuvant setting, whole breast irradiation remains the standard of care using a relatively well standardized radiation technique. The recent technology advances and 3D conformal radiotherapy allow for better volumes definition resulting to increased organ at risk--sparing and therefore treatment optimization. Sophisticated techniques and emerging options (such as accelerated partial breast irradiation) are not routinely used yet outside of a clinical trial. Moreover, new drugs and targeted therapies have recently been introduced to the clinical practice for treatment individualization according to the specific tumours' prognosis and/or prediction of the drugs' efficacy based on new biological tools. Regarding the synergistic effect of these molecules with ionizing radiation, rigorous prospective evaluation of combined therapy is important to ensure improved long-term benefit/risk ratio. In this review, the significant advances of radiotherapy and combined therapy in the new era of breast cancer management will be discussed.